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Introduction
Window air conditioners are used to cool rooms, but they have a factory pre-set cooling temperature limit, ~60F (16C). This temperature limit must be overridden to cool a storage room below 60F (16C). One way to override the pre-set cooling temperature limit is to relocate the air conditioner temperature sensor away from the cooling evaporator fins and apply heat to the temperature sensor (1-3). The air conditioner responds to the heated temperature sensor instead of room temperature. It turns on when the temperature sensor is heated, and turns off when the heater is turned off. The heater is turned on and off by a temperature controller, set to a target room temperature, below 60F (16C).

During cooling, ice can form on the air conditioner evaporator fins, blocking air flow, which reduces the rate of air cooling and cause the compressor to overwork. To prevent ice formation on fins, use another temperature controller with its temperature sensor attached to the evaporator fins to turn off the heater at freezing, which turns off the air conditioner and allow ice to thaw. The heater is controlled by two temperature controllers, one for room temperature and one for fin temperature. This method of overriding the pre-set cooling temperature limit is suited for most digital air conditioners but not analog air conditioners (1).

Another way to override the factory pre-set cooling temperature limit is to provide power the air conditioner compressor through a temperature controller and a relay (3-6). The temperature controller turns the compressor on and off through a relay, and bypasses the air conditioner temperature sensor. The relay protects the temperature controller from power surges to the compressor. To prevent ice formation on evaporator fins, another temperature sensor is attached to the evaporator fins and turns off power to the compressor at freezing to allow ice to thaw. The air conditioner fan is always on; the compressor is switched by two temperature controller, one for room temperature and another for fin temperature (4, 6). There is no heater for the air conditioner temperature sensor. Rewiring a compressor with temperature controllers to override the cooling temperature limit can be applied to any air conditioners, analog or digital (4).

Note window air conditioner cooling capacity (BTU per hour) should match the application: room size, amount of room insulation, frequency which the door is opened allowing warm air into the room, target temperature of the cool storage room and heat load of products brought into the room for cooling. Lower target room temperature requires larger air conditioner cooling capacity. Larger air conditioners may have a secondary temperature sensor; it is also bundled with the main temperature sensor and heater (1).

Method
Here are wiring details for using two Inkbird ITC-308 (Figures 1-6) or two Inkbird ITC-1000 (Figures 7-14) temperature controllers to heat the air conditioner temperature sensor
and override the pre-set cooling temperature limit of a digital air conditioner. One temperature controller is set to the desired room temperature; the other temperature controller measures the air conditioner evaporator fin temperature for ice formation (Figure 4). The two temperature controllers are connected in series (Figure 2, 9, and 10); controls power to the heater; the heater heats the air conditioner temperature sensor; which turns on the air conditioner. If room temperature is above the set temperature and there is no ice on the air conditioner evaporator fins, the air conditioner turns on. If room temperature is below set temperature, or the evaporator fin temperature is at freezing the air conditioner turns off.

1. Using two Inkbird ITC-308 temperature controllers to override the air conditioner cooling temperature limit

ITC-308 temperature controller comes with power plug and sockets (~$35 each, November 2021).
Two Inkbird ITC-308 temperature controllers are connected in series to override the air conditioner temperature limit. ITC-308 #1 switches power to ITC-308 #2; ITC-308 #2 switches power to a 1 watt heater; the heater heats the air conditioner temperature sensor and turns on the air conditioner. Power to ITC-308 #1 is always on; power to ITC-308 #2 and heater is switched.

Figure 2. Two Inkbird ITC-308 temperature controllers connected in series and controls power to a 1 watt heater. ITC-308#1 connects to AC power; ITC-308#2 connects to ITC-308#1 cooling socket; and 1 watt heater connects to ITC-308#2 cooling socket.

ITC-308 #1
- Temperature sensor measures room temperature (or fin temperature)
- Power plug connect to 120 VAC power supply
- Cooling socket connects to ITC-308 #2 power plug
- Heating socket not used

ITC-308 #2
- Temperature sensor measures air conditioner fin temperature (or room temperature)
- Power plug connect to ITC-308 #1 cooling socket
- Cooling socket connects to a 1 Watt heater
- Heating socket not used

Heater = 10-33 K ohm resistor, rated at 2 watt heat dissipation
Figure 3. Window air conditioner with front grill removed, revealing air conditioner temperature sensor and evaporator fins

Figure 4. Move air conditioner temperature sensor away from the evaporator fins and replace with ITC-308 temperature sensor
Figure 5. 33K ohm resistor heater (rated at 2 watt heat dissipation) is placed next to air conditioner temperature sensor then wrap both with aluminum foil.

Figure 6. Window air conditioner; heater and air conditioner temperature sensor wrapped in aluminum foil; and two Inkbird ITC-308 temperature controllers. ITC-308 #1 temperature sensor measures room temperature; ITC-308 #2 temperature sensor measures evaporator fin temperature.
2. Using two Inkbird ITC-1000 temperature controllers to override the air conditioner temperature limit

ITC-1000 requires wiring; it does not come with power plug or sockets (~$17 each, November 2021)

Figure 7. Front and back view of ITC-1000 temperature controllers

Figure 8. Wire diagram from Inkbird ITC 1000 manual
**Wiring option one:**

Inkbird ITC-1 switches power to ITC-2; ITC-2 switches power to 1 watt heater; the heater heats the air conditioner temperature sensor and turns on the air conditioner. Power to ITC-1 is always on; power to ITC-2 and heater is switched. This configuration is equivalent to using two ITC-308 temperature controllers shown in Figure 2.

![Wire diagram of 1 watt heater connected in series to two ITC-1000 temperature controllers](image)

**Figure 9.** Wire diagram of 1 watt heater connected in series to two ITC-1000 temperature controllers

Red = line, hot  
Blue = neutral

ITC 1: when room temperature is greater than set temperature, terminals 7 and 8 close; ITC-1 turns on power to ITC-2. When room temperature is less than the set temperature, terminal 7 and 8 open; ITC-1 turns off power to ITC-2.

ITC 2: when ITC-2 is on, it checks the air conditioner fin temperature. If fin temperature is above freezing, the cooling switch between terminals 7 and 8 close; 1 watt heater turns on. When the air conditioner fins freezes, the cooling switch opens; 1 watt heater turns off.

Sensor 1 = measures room temperature.  
Sensor 2 = measures air conditioner fin temperature (location of sensors 1 and 2 can be reversed).

Heater = ~1 watt (1 watt light bulb or 10-33 K ohm resistor on 120 VAC or 100-330 ohm resistor on 12 volt). Heater is in physical contact with the air conditioner temperature sensor, and wrapped together with aluminum foil.

Electricity flows through 1 watt heater when both ITC-1 and ITC-2 circuits are closed. The heater heats the air conditioner temperature sensor and turns on the air conditioner.

Terminals 5 and 6 are not used in cooling configuration.
Wiring option two:

Inkbird ITC-1 switch (terminal 8) connects power to ITC-2 switch (terminal 7), which connects to a 1 watt heater. The heater heats the air conditioner temperature sensor which turns on the air conditioner. Power to ITC-1 and ITC-2 is always on; this allows constant monitor of room and fin temperatures.

![Wire diagram](image)

Figure 10. Wire diagram of 1 watt heater connected in series to the cooling switches of two ITC-1000 temperature controllers

Red = line, hot  
Blue = neutral

ITC-1: when room temperature is greater than set temperature, terminals 7 and 8 close; hot line connects to ITC-2 cooling switch, terminal 7. When room temperature is less than set temperature, terminals 7 and 8 open; ITC-1 disconnects the hot line to ITC-2 cooling switch, terminal 7.

ITC-2: when air conditioner fin temperature is above freezing, the cooling switch closes. When the air conditioner fins freezes, the cooling switch opens.

Sensor 1 = measures room temperature.  
Sensor 2 = measures air conditioner fin temperature (location of sensors 1 and 2 can be reversed).

Heater = ~1 watt (1 watt light bulb or 10-33 K ohm resistor on 120 VAC or 100-330 ohm resistor on 12 volt). Heater is in physical contact with the air conditioner temperature sensor, and wrapped together with aluminum foil.

Electricity flows through the 1 watt heater when both ITC-1 and ITC-2 circuits are closed. The heater heats the air conditioner temperature sensor which turns on the air conditioner.

Terminals 5 and 6 are not used in cooling configuration.
Figure 11. 10K ohm resistor heater and two Inkbird ITC-1000 temperature controllers with temperature sensors.

Figure 12. Rear view of ITC-1000 temperature controllers, temperature sensors, 10K ohm resistor heater and power plug.
Figure 13. Air conditioner; heater and air conditioner temperature sensor wrapped in aluminum foil; and two Inkbird ITC-1000 temperature controllers. ITC-1000 #1 temperature sensor measures room temperature; ITC-1000 #2 temperature sensor measures evaporator fin temperature.

Remove air conditioner temperature sensor away from the evaporator fins and attach ITC-1000 temperature sensor to evaporator fins as shown in Figure 4. Attach 1 watt heater next to the air conditioner temperature sensor and wrap together in aluminum foil, as shown in Figure 5.
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